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Int:r;_9.Q~_t :iQ.l} 

There is a v;:l.de spread tendency for living things of the 

same species to aggregate, more often than not with mutual advantage. 

Fish schoolinc is a typical aggregatory behavjour, affording an 

excellent opportunity for the study of agt;regations in the laboratory. 

Allee (1931) classified aggrogaMons of animals into two 

djstinct types; 1) 11 associations 11 v1hich he described as loosely 

integrated, unstable and dependent on the reactions of individuals to 

environmental stimuli; 2) 11 societies11 stable and permanent systems 

dependent on the reactions of j_ndi viduals to each other. He argued 

that f:ish schools of such species as trout and herring be classified 

as societies, because these spec::l.es form permanent schools in which 

the individual members are uniformly spac0c!, orient in the same 

direction and swim at the same speed (Gudger, 1949). He goes on to 

argue that schools of fish which do not show these characteristj_cs, 

should be classifjed as associatjons. 

These categories, however, ignore the major:tty of species of' 

fish, which form loosely assembled and impermanent aggregations and yet 

do so throuzh the reactions of individuals to each other. Allee's 

binary classification cannot incorporate this majority. 

Breder and Halpern (19L~6) took issue with Allee, proposing 

that the highly uniform and permanent school was only a special case 

of schoollng and could not ~e discretely separated from other types 

of schooling bohav1or. Later, however, Broder (1959) descrlbed folll' 
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distinct groupj ngs: 

1) 11 podsn in which the fjsh maintdn actual physical contact 

(e.g. young catfish). 

2) "schools" in which the fish rem.ain at a fixed distance from 

each other and are lined up in parallel order (e.g. trout) • 

3) naggregations 11 in whJch the fish are loosely assembled wHh 

r~ndom orientation (e.g. zebra danios). 

4) "solitary fishtt which are only found toc;ether as a result of 

preferences for certain environments (e.g. pike). 

Keenleyside (1955, page 185) proposed an operational 

definition, 11 
••• the school w:ill be considered an aggregation formed 

when one fish reaets to one or J11ore other fish by staying near them. 11 

He went on to exclude fjghtlnt; between terrHory-holMng males and 

temporary pair format1 on during spawnj ng from cori.sideration as 

schooling behavior. Both Breder and Keenleyside point to the basic 

criteria of a school. The members must react to each other and not 

to environmental st.:tmuli, and animals which aggregate due to reproduct

ive or aegress:t ve drives must be excluded. 

In this paper Keenleyside 1 s defj_ni tion of a school ;vill be 

adopted and the term 11 aggregat:i.onn w:ill be reserved to describe any 

group of fish, regardless of the reasons for their being together. 

Breder 1 s first three categor:los will be co::1bined and schooling viewed 

as a continuum along d:tmensions of integration and permanence. This 

approach to schooling seems desjrable because it is not always possible 

to assjgn a spec:ies 1 agc;regatory behavior to one of Brt-1der's categor:i.es, 

and because h:i_s use of the word "aggregat·! onn is so:ne;·1hat confusing. 
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It appears preferable to use the term 11 school 11 to refer to all sroups in 

which the individuals react to each other and to consider such groups as 

ranging along a continuu:n from loosely integrated and impermanent to 

spatially ordered and permanent. 

In order to gain some understanding of fish schools, one of the 

fj_rst questions which comes to mind ls 11How is the school j_nit.ially formed 

(:i..e. what attracts one fish to another in the first place) and how is the 

school ma:i.ntained?u Most investigators of schoolin:::; have turned their 

attention to ascertainin0 which sem3e modalities are involved in the 

instigati.on and maj_ntenance of fish schools. Nearly all of these invesU

gators have found vision to be a sufficient sensory basis for the 

instigation and rilaj_ntenance of a school. For example, Verheijer (1956) 

placed groups of fish of the same species in two adjacent aquaria, whereupon 

both groups moved to that side of their aguad um adjacent to the other 

aquarium, forming one cohesive group separated by two r.;lass walls. \'Then 

an opaque card was placed between the aquaria, the fish moved into the 

center of their respective tanks. Mackerel have been shovm to rely majnly 

on vision for schooling by Parr (1927) and Shlaifer (191+2); mullett and 

golden rudd by Boulen.::;er (1929); sunnsh and goldfish by Breder and 

Nigrelli (1935); charadn by Breder and Hasquin. (1943) and s:ilversides by 

Shaw (1960, 1961). Bowen (1931, 1932) has shown that even adult bullheads 

(Amelurus melas), v1hich have a very poorly developed optical system, rely 

mainly on visjon for the maintenance of schools. 

Other sensory syrjtems have been sug,sosted as :i.mportant :tn 

schoolinz. Harris and van Berzo:ljk (1962) he.ve shorm that .-Jater ciisplace

ments can be detected by f:ish. They created n water djsturbance with a 



metal1ic ball and recorded activity from an electrode placed in the nasal 

sectjon of the lateral-line canal of the killifish (Fundulus heteroclitns). 

They conclude their paper by suggesting that the lateral-'Hne system nlli.y 

be responsible for the spacial ordering of some schools. Dijkgraaf (1962) 

using conditionj ng techniques, was able to show that blinded fish could 

identify the locations of disturbances made by solid objects in the water. 

Hernm~i ngs (1966) proposed that vision 1.s the modaHty v1hich keeps fish 

together in a school, while the lateral-line sense keeps them a certain 

distance apEtrt. Hence there is a balance between an attractive and a 

repulsive force in school formation and the maintenance of individual 

distance. 

Von Frisch 1 s studies (19/+1) on the chemical senses of fish led 

him to propose that chemical cues might be used in schooling. Goz (1941) 

was able to condi t1on minnows to distj nguish not only bet,Neen different 

species but between individuals of their ovm species as well, with the sole 

aid of chemical cues. Broder and Rasquin (1943) shov:ed that the schooling 

behavior of cave fish was largely unaffected by blj ndj ng and they concluded 

that these fj sh were able to use chemical cues to mai.nkdn the school. 

Hemmings (1966) found an attre.ctive species-specif:lc odor in Rudd and 

proposed the.t th1.s modality is usod to keep schools together at n:ight. when 

vision can no longer be opere,ti ve. 

However apart from Hemmings who used a s:i. tua tion in which the fish 

producing the chemicFJ.l odor to attract the test fish was removed, before 

the test fish was placed in the tank, no other investigator has controlled 

for the possible effect of spe~bs-specific auditory stimul:t producing 

attract:i.on and schoolinz behav~i or. 
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Moulton (1960) proposed that fi~;h may use auditory stimuli for 

both the plU'poses of an individual findin::; a school and the maintenance 

of schools, after recording noises made by Anchoviella choerostoma and 

observing behavior correlated with such noises. He consoqu:::mtly tried 

bHnding one fish and observing its behavior in a school. He found that 

the bHnded fish was incayJable of orienting to the others, except at 

times when the rest of the school were startled or alarmed. He concluded 

from thj_s that auditory stimuli were in fact used in schooling behavior. 

However, he took no precautions to ru~e out the possibility that chemical 

stimuli were be:i ns used. In the li;:;ht of the work done by von Frisch 

(19.36, 19/fl), Verheijer (1956) and Pfeiffer (1962, 196.3) on Schreckstoff, 

a repellent odor given off by wounded or dying fish, it :ts possible that 

certain chemical odors are given off by fish in a state of alarm and that 

these were responsible for Moulton 1 s results. 

Nevertheless observat:ion.s in tho field by r,loulton (1960), 

Myrberg (1969) and Tavolga (1958) indicate that the playback of fish noises 

does lead to ar,proach react:i ons by conspecifics of the recorded fish and 

also by their natural predators. In view of these fin<Ungs and because 

water is an excellent medi1.1J1l for sound trans;n-tsslon and most species of 

fish are physically capable of both produdng and recei vlng sounds, it 

seems most likely t'nat sound is yet another sensory basis of schooling. 

The follo;~ing series of experiments were undertaken in order to 

ascertain v1hether or not fish are attracted by some sensory modality other 

than visual, tact:Ue or chemical. It was felt that if this were shovm to 

be so, then thRt other modality would in all 1-tkeHhood be auditory. 
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The first experiment was des:i gned to determine whether or not a 

fish w:U1 be attract•3d by another of the same species, ;vhen all visual, 

t'lctile and chernicEJ.l stimuJi are absent. Since most spectes of fish form 

species-specif:tc school;~, it is generally assumed that the sensory bases 

of schooling contain specj_.:;s-spedfic elements. It was therefore decided 

to look at the reactions between different spech1s as well as between 

conspecifics. The sign1.ficance of the attraction between conspacifics 

can be ascertained by comparing their behavior with the.t of fish of a 

different species or with the behavior of isolated fish. If a significant 

attraction beti'Jeen conspecifics can be shown, then the basis of that 

attraction can be sa:i.d to be sufficient for the :instigation of schooJ.:tng 

behavior. 

Subjects were 18 barbs ( 6 Barb us partipentazona; 6 Darb us ter).o 

and 6 Barbus titteya) approximately 1. 511 long, and 12 z-.ebra danios 

(Brachydanio rer:io) approximately 2 11 long. These four species are members 

of the Cyprin~i.dae family, which are not noted for formj_ng schools of great 

stabD:ity or spatlal ordering, but nevertheless remain in close-knit 

groups for considerable periods of time. Cyprinids are also considered to 

have highly developed and acute hearing ability (von Fr).sch, 1936), which 

would increase the likelihood of thej_r using sonic communication in 

schooling. 
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The subjects were maintalned j_n a large holding tank and fed 

on a com<11ercial dr-led food ( 11 Perfect Fish Food 11
). Aged water was used 

in both the holding and experimental tanks and the water ter:aperatUI'e 

was kept at 75°F, 

Aquar-ta measu:dng 11.5 11 x 611 x 8 11 deep w~~re each partitioned 

into three sections, gi_ving two sections measm·ing 911 x Y' and one of 

611 X 2.5 11 (see Fig. 1.). The partitions VJere made of black perspex o.P 

thick and the outer sides of the aquaria were painted black, so that from 

the j nside all four walls appeared identical. All sections were thus 

--------·--------
!ig~E?.__)..;..~P.bout here 

opaque and independently water-tight, so that no visual, tactile or 

chemical cues could pass through the part:itj ons. Each tank was placed 

over a white sheet of paper divided into a grid of squares .3 11 x 211 

(see Fig. 2). 

One zebra danio was placed in section A and another zebra danio 

in section C, whilst a barb was placed in section B of the a}>para tus 

(see Fig. 2). The fish were allowed five m:tnutes at the beginning of the 

experiment, in which to acclimatise themselves to the apparatus. E then 

observed the location of the~ three fi_ sh at ten second intervals. A total 
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of onG hundred observat·ions ·were takcm of each subject and twelve series 

of three subjects run. 

Two control experiments vvere also run • 

.Q~mir.Q.:1_l One zebra dani.o was placed :in section A and another 

in sect:ion C, whilst section B was left. empty. The fish ·were allowed · 

5 m:i.nutes to accl:tmatj_se themselves to the experimental tank. One hundred 

observations of each subject 1 s posi ti.on were taken as before and six pairs 

of subjects were run • 

.Q.Q.Uit91_~ One zebra dania v1as placed in section C and all 

other sections left empty. Five minutes of accHmatisat:i on t:tme was 

allowed and then one hundred observations were taken of the subject's 

position at ten second intervals. Ten subjects we1·e run. 

In all the above experj_ments, fish of the appropriate spec:.~..es 

were selected at re.ndom from the holding tank, 

Let the fi.sh jn section A be called the conspecific, the fish 

in sect:ton B the non-conspecific, and the fish in section C the stimulus 

fish. If cues othm' than vj sual, tact:i.le or chemical are sufficient for 

the forraati on of schools, then the conspecif:i.c will be attracted to the 

end of th•:>. soct:i_on adjacent to the st:tmulus fish -significantly more often 

than the non-conspecific. .S:i.m:Uarly the stimulus fish should be obsecved 

in the position adjacent to the conspecific si:;;nif:i.cantly more often than 

in the other position. 

Table 1 shows two histograms, e;iving the mean number of 

observat:1.ons of the conspec:i_fic and non-consi)Ocific fishes, in the various 

possj_bJe pos:i tions. It j s clear that the corwpocj_fic fishes spent a lar:;e 
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proportion of their time in the 11 1" position, adjacent to the stimulus 

fish. A r.lann Whitney U Test was used to compare the two groups with 

respect to the nUJnber of tlmes they were observed in the 11 P position. 

This revealed a U value of 101 1'1j th p=-.048, show:i ng that the conspecific 

subjects did indeed spend a significantly la.rge ar!lount of time in the 

position nearest to the stimulus fjsh, when compared with the non-conspecific 

subjects. A chi square compar5.son of the two groups, using the total 

number of observatjons in each position, revealed a value of 214.71, Vlith 

df"'2 and p<.OOl. 

An examination of the mean number of observations of the stimulus 

fishes in each position (see Table 2), reveals a distinct attr9.ct:i on to 

the sjde adjacent to the conspecif:ic (i.e. position 11 L 11 ). A binomial test 

revealed a Z score of 17.35 wHh p< .001, showing that the stimulus fishes 

spent a significantly greater amount of time in pos:t tion L. 

Table 1· Histograms showing the mean number of observations 
of the conspecific & non-conspecific fishes, in 
the various possible positions. 

Conspedfic eroup 
(n = 12) :r···· 

~::1 

Non-conspocific 
group (n :·::.: 12) 

l 
I 

Mean If 
obser
vations I 

J_c' 
I 
I 
I 

I(!~ 

! __ _ 
1 

-f _____ --. [ 
I 

2 3 
Position 

}0 .. 

I( •: 

1 2 
Position 

3 

I 
I 
i 
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Table 2 I1iean number of times the stimulus fishes wore 
observed in the two possible posit,jons. 

Mean number of L 

Stimulus Fish 
in position 

observations --"·--·---· 
( n = 12) 7 5 • 08 

R 

24.92 

A further measure v1as made of the amount of movement made by 

the conspecific and non-conspecific subjects. This was done by calculating 

the nwnber of changes in position durjng a series of one hundred observations. 

Table 3 ---- A comparlson of the conspccific &: non-conspecif:tc subjects on 
the bas:i.s of movement scores & number of times observed in 
the 11 1 11 position. 

Conspecific Subjects 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
----------------·--~-----~---

? _ __2_._1..(}__ __ __1-1 ___ 13.__ 

# changes in 54 52 0 0 62 65 6 
position 

58 7 63 1 0 

# of nl" 
positions 

23 12 100 100 25 19 50 79 80 47 

-------------------------------
Non-conspecific Subjects 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

59 100 

11 12 - ____ _... __ ~--~-,.--~-----·--__,.--.,_----,.-... _ 
# changes in 

position 

If of 11 1 11 

positions 

19 

9 

22 59 12 

21 32 0 

Conspecifics 
X o-

15 39 24 28 35 25 

5 25 66 29 95 75 

Non-conspecif1 cs 
:X a·-

Changes in 30. 67 28. 61 24. 1,2 l/1 • Zl 
position 
-~- .. -~ "'"'-· .. _,__ ____ - ... -=---------..... _. _______ ..., ____ .., ..... __ ......... _____ --=---.. ,-, .. ~ ...... 
11 1 11 positions 34.67 30.42 

13 2 

59 0 

-----------· -~ .. ;.--.....--~.....---... -· ---.-'"-------.. ---------------~-·,-----·_... ... .-., .... _.._-...... --~--..-~ .... 
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A comparison of the movement indices for the conspecific and 

non·-conspecific croups revealed close mec~n~;' but enormous differences in 

variance. It is clear from the actual data (see Table 3) that the 

conspecific fish scores produced a bimodal distribution. A Moses Test' 

of Extreme Reactions performed on the two groups revealed a prob.s.bili ty 

of less than .001 that the two distd.butions came from the same population. 

Compari.ng the movement indices with the frequency of 1 positions, for 

individual conspeci.fic fish, the two sets of firrures appeared to vary 

inversely. A Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient produced an r s of 

-.74 with p < .01. 

The first control experiment was used to ascertain whether the 

presence of the non-conspecific fish had in any way affected the reactions 

of the conspecifj c fish in the oricinal experiment. The mean nuj11ber of 

observations of both the conspecific and stimulus fishes, in the various 

positions, were compared with the respective original means (see Table 4). 

A rv:anri Whitney U comparison of the two groups of stimulus fishes 

(on the basis of j ndividual subject 11 111 scores) gave a U value of 35 with 

p > .05, wh1.ch showed no significant d:i.fference between the two sroups. 

Likewise a comparison of the two groups of conspecif:l.c fishes showed no 

signifi..cant dtfference. A L:ann Yihitney U value of 29 was obtained with p>.05. 

!,QJ>l!L_4 A comparison of the orig:i.na.l and first control group g1.v1ng the 
mean number of times fishes were observed in the various possible positions. 

Original means 
(n == 12) 

Con-trol means 
(n = 6) 

Stimulus fi..sh Conspecific fish 
in position in position 

L R 1 . 2 3 ____ .. ·------··--------·-·---------------
75.08 24.92 5'7 .83 21.50 20.67 

82.00 18.00 70.67 17.67 11.66 
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The second control experiment was u;~ed to check the validity 

. of the assumption that a fish would spend equal amounts of time in each 

possible position, when no other fish were present in adjoining sections, 

The assumption v1as in fact borne out, wben a Binomial Test performed on 

the control observatj ons revealed a Z score of 1. 297 with p ,_::- • 099. A 

:r..;ann Whitney U test was used to compare the control subjects with the 

stimulus fishes 1n the original experiment. 'I'his revealed a U value of 

20 with p < .01, showing once again that the presence of a conspecific 

in an adjoining section of the tank makes a crucial difference to the 

positioning of the stimulus fish (see Table 5). 

A comparison of the original and second control rrroup, giving 
the mean number of times the fishes ·were observed in the 
possible positions. 

L 

Stj_mulus fish 
in position 

R 
-----·---·---- ------------~·---------· --

Original means (n = 12) 75.08 24.92 ----------------- ---- --------· ----
Second control means (n · 10) 52.10 47.90 

In view of the interesting results obta.1ned, it was decided to attempt a 

replication of the original experiment. Using exactly the Game procedures, 

very sj m:ilar rnsul ts were obtained (see Table 6). 

A chi square comparison of the conspecifj_c and non-conspecific 

distributions revealed a valuG of 76.10 with df '2 and p < .001. A 

comparison of the conspecific and non-conspecific subjects was also made 

on the basis of frequency of observations in the 11 1 11 position, Using a 
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Mann Whitney U Tost, a U value of 110. 5 was obtai ned with p "'• 013. As 

seen in the original experiment, the coxwr)ecific fishes spent a s:tenifi-

cantly greater proportion of their tim in the position adjacent to the 

stimulus fishes, than did the non-conspecifics. The stimulus fishes rvere 

observed significantly more often in the 11 V 1 position (the Binomial Test 

gave a Z score of 13.25 vJith p < .001). 

A I:!Jann Vfh.Hney U comparison of the original and replication data, 

with respect to the number of times stimulus fishes were observed in the 

11 111 position, revealed aU value of 81+.5 with p:.:. .• 236. A comparison w:i.th 

respect to the number of tim2s the conspecifics were observed in the 11 1 11 

position revealed a U value of 81.5 with p :.: .291. 

A comparison of the original and replication data, g1v1ng the 
mean nwnber of tines the fishes were observed in the various 
possible positions. 

Original means 

Replication means 

Stimulus fish 
in position 

L R 

69.16 30.84 

Conspecific in 
position . 

1 2 .3 

57.8.3 21.50 20.67 
-·-----··---

49 • .3.3 21.25 29.42 

Non-conspecific 
in position 

1 2 .3 

Original means 

Replication means 

.34.67 15.50 49.8.3 

32.8.3 .3.3.50 .3.3.67 
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VIhen movement ind:i ces were dravm up for the conspecific and 

non-conspecific groups (see Table 7), they did not appear to follow the 

same pattern as the original da~a. One of the more interesting aspects of 

the original data was the negative correlation between movement and frequency 

of observcd:i ons of the conspecifics in the 1 position. The same correlation 

perfor1~1ed on the replication data, using a SpearmP,n Rank Correlation 

Coefficient, produced an r 8 of -.49 with .10 > p > .05. 

A cornparlson of the conspedfic &: non-conspeculc subjects (used 
in the replJcat:ton), on the bas5_s of movement scores &: nur:1ber of 
times observed in the 11 111 position. 

Conspecific Subjects 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

# changes 40 20 39 35 37 42 /+6 50 29 47 39 1,1 
in pos1t:ion 

# of "1" 
positions 

50 81 21 69 31 28 51 ~3 57 39 78 44 
----·-------·----------

Non-conspec:Uic Subjects 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Jl changes tr 33 50 23 16 1 3 47 43 38 5 17 29 in posH ion _______ ,__ _____ ••""'-w _______ _,_ ____ ,_ .--..-.-.--
# of 11]_11 

70 25 38 25 31 0 30 18 27 83 11 36 
positions 

Conspodflcs Non-conspecif:tcs 
x o- x o· 

------· --~--
Chan¥e~ in 38.75 8.11. 25.42 17.29 
.29~2:~?:..~---~-~--,-·------·---··--· -------·-----------·-·-----~-· 
"1" positions 49.33 19.17 32.83 23.12 
-~- ... ·-----~---·----------"-.,.,.__,..,...._ .. __ ,_..,... _______ ._..._.. ________ ~-----~~ ... ,-. ...,._._,.-~.~, ...... 
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It is clear from the original experiment and the replication 

that tho conspecif:ic subjects spend a significantly greater amount of thne 

than Uw non-conspecific subjects in the position nearest to the stimulus 

fjsh. It is also clear that tr.e stimulus fishes are significantly attracted 

to the position adjacent to that conta:1ning the conspecific subject. The 

first control exper~i ment shm~s that the presence of the non-conspecific 

subject does not make a significant difference to the results. The second 

control shows that l'lhen no other fishes are present in the adjoining 

section, a subject alone in the apparatus ;dll not be observed in any one 

position signif-icantly more often than in any other. This is what \'Je would 

expect by chance alone. Therefore there can be no doubt that conspecif1.cs 

are attracted to one another by some means other than by visual, tactile 

or chemical cues. 

If we accept Tinbergen1 s proposition (1948) that approach behavior 

is an appetitive action :in finh which form schools, then since the con

specif:ic fish in the experjment can never ach:teve the desired state of 

finding a conspecific and swimming along side of it (i.e. conswnmating the 

appetitive behavior), \~e could pred:tct that the conspecific will display 

more movement than the non-conspecific fish. 

Looking at the means of the movement incl:ices for both the original 

experiment and the replication, we find that the conspecific fishes did 

display more movement than the non-conspecifics. However, the unusually 

large differences in standard deviation, precluded any useful comparison of 

means, but d:l.d however clearl~r revee.l the inverse relati.onship betv1eon 

amount of movement and nur:iber of 11 J.l' positions, in the car;e of the original 
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conspecifj_c subjects. This inverse re1ati0lwh:i.p shows that the con-

. specifics either remain st:i:U nearest the stimulus fish or display a 

great doal of movement. Unfortunately tho replication did not reproduce 

a b:i modal distr:i.but:i on :in the conspecif:l.c movement indices nor a 

significant negative correlation. 

Having established that fish are attracted by some sensory 

moda1ity other than visual, tactile or chemical, the follov1ing experiment 

was set up in order to ascertain whether or not conspecifics are capable 

of orienting to one another w:i.thout the benefit of visual, tact:tle or 

chemical cues. If the subjects in the following experiment are capable 

of or:!_enting to eac:h othe-r, then we can conclude that the unknmm sensory 

basis is sufficient for both the inttial formation and the maintenance of 

schooling. 

The 12 zebra danios from Experiment 1 were used and kept in exactly 

the same conditions as reported in Exper:tment 1. 

A partitioned tank from Experiment 1 was used and placed over a 

white sheet of paper, which marked off each of the two long sections of 

the tank (A and B) into seven segments (see Fig. 3). 
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One zebra danio vm.::; placed in section A and another zebra danio 

in section B. E observed the location of the tv1o fish at ten second 

intervals and a total of fifty observatiom> were taken. Six pairs of 

subjects were run altogether. 

Interval scores were computed for each pair of subjects, such 

that if the fish in A was observed in posHion 6 at the same time as the 

fish in B was observed in position 2, this was classifjed as an interval 

score of 1+. Thus an interval score of 0 represents the two fish opposite 

one another, at their respect:i.ve sides of the pe.rt:i.ti on, whilst a score 

of 6 represents the two fish as far apart as possible, at opposite ends of 

the tank. If the flsh are orienting to one another, one wou..ld predict that 

there be a greater than chance number of low interval scores. Interval 

scores of 2 and belO'i'! were chosen as representative of one fish orienting 

to the other. Inclusion of scores other than 0 is necessary, since it is 

clear that even if the fish could use all their sensory modalities and had 

a tendency to remain to~:;ether, they would be unlikely to remain exactly 

opposHe one another, unless they remainc~d stationary throughout the 

experiment. The cut-off point is entirely arbitrary, but the closer it is 

to O, and if we are still able to obtain a significantly large nurnber of 

the included scorAs, then the more :i.ndicative are the results. 

However the actual data showed a significantly largo number of 0, 

If and 6 scores, when the frequency of int.Grval scores ·was summed over the 

six pairs of subjects (see Table 8). A chi square compar:i son of the interval 
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scores with a chance distribution, revealed a value of 55.93 with df o-o 6 

and p < .001. Partitioning of chi square showed that most of the 

significance could be attributed to the inflated number of 0, I, and 6 

interval scores. 

A closer look at the actual number of observations of the 

individual f:ish :in the seven possible positions (see Table 9) revealed 

that all the subjects spent a greater than expected amount of time at the 

extreme ends of the tank. A chi square comparison of the actual nurn.ber of 

observations in the seven positions with what would be expected by chance 

alone, gave a value of 355.83 with df =~ 6 and p < .0001. Partitioning of 

chi square showed that most of the significance was due to the inflated 

extremes of the distribution (i.e. a preference for the ends of the tank). 

Table 8 Interval scores obtained in Experiment 2. 

II of scores summed 
over all pair~1. 

0 

65 

Interval 

1 2 3 

39 20 29 

4 5 

71 25 

6 

51 

Table 9 Distribution around the tank of the original and control 
groups in Experiment 2. 

II of observations 
summed over all 
individual fish. 

Position in Tanl\: 

1 2 3 5 6 7 

Experimental: ---------------
150 51 103 28 27 32 209 

Control: 

111 33 20 25 39 79 293 
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To ascertain whether or not the preference for the ends of the 

tank was independent of any possible contact between two sub.iects, a 

control experiment was undertaken using only one fi<>h at a time. Twelve 

individual fish were run and fifty observations talwn of each subject 1 s 

position. In all other respects, conditions wore identical to the 

orie:i nal exper:i ment. 

The results of the control experiment (see Table 9) clearly 

show a very marked preference for the ends of the tank. A comparison 

of this distribution with a chance distribution, using chi square, revealed 

a value of 660.68 with df ="' 6 and p c .001. If these results are compared 

with the original results (see Table 10), it would appear that the presence 

of another fish in the adjoin:ing section, dlstorts the preference for the 

ends of a tank. A chi square comparison of thA two distributions gave a 

value of 101.98 with df= 6 and p < .001. 

It appears that given no external or internal stimuli, fish prefer 

the end1:1 of a tank. This preference was so marked in tho above experiment 

that it was :i_mpossible to draw any conc1usj ons regarding the orientation 

of one fish to another of the same species. However it seems likely that 

the fish are aware of each other in th8 experimental situation, since this 

is the only factor which could account for the distortion of the end

preference pattern, so clearly revealed by the control experiment. 
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Gre.ph showing difference in distribution around the tank, 
of the orit;inal & control r.;rouns in Exper:trnent 2. 
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The follovJing expe:"iment was a further attempt to ascertain 

whether two conspecific fish are capable of orientins to one another, 

when all visual, tactile and chemica) cues are absent. The experhnent 

was desiened in such a way so as to avoid the preference for ends of a 

tank and to employ a more sensitive method of locating the subjects. 

Video tape recordings were used as a more effective method of observation 

and also to eliminate any effects due to t.he presence of an observer. 

Subjects ·were 20 zebra danios (Brachydanio rer:Lo) approx:i mately 

1. 511 long and vJere rna:i nta:ined in tho same way as t.hocJe subjects used 

in the prev~ious exped.ments, 

The apparatus consisted of two circular plastic bowls, measuring 1011 

dia x 3. 511 deep and 611 d:ia. ~ 2, 511 deep. The sides of the bowls were 

pai_nted black to el:iminate all outside visual cues, The smaller bowl was 

then placed in the center of the larger one, and water placed in the bowls 

to a depth of 2 11 • The apparatus was then placed over a v1hite sheet of 

paper, marked off :into sixteen wedge-shaped segments (see Fig. 4). 

In preliminary tests, three graded sizes of circular bowls were 

used, so that the subjects placed in the two outer bovJls would be moving 

round s:i.mi1ar circular pathvmys. However it soon became apparent that 

the pathwa;<{s were too na1·rov1 for the subjects to turn round easily, and 

hence obviously restrictod them from or:i.entinc to each other. As a result, 

the raediu~n-s:i.zod bowl \las discarded, and the apparatus first descrj_beo was 

used for the actual experj mont. 
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---·----·-····-·--
Figure 4 about. here 

Procedure 

Two zebra danios were taken at random from the holdjne tank 

and OnEl placed in each section of the apparatus. After a ten minute 

accHmatisation period, a video recording was made for ten minutes. 

Using the monitod ng scrGen, E observed the positions of the t1vo subjects, 

at fj_ve second intervals, and made 120 such observations on each pair of 

subjects. Ten subjects were run in all. 

Scores for each pair of subjects, were based on interval positions. 

These were calculated :in the same manner as in the last experiment, such 

that if tho nsh in the outer section was observed in segment 1 at the 

same time as the fish ·in the inner section was observed in segment 3, this 

was clas.3if:ied as an interval position of 2. In this way a frequency 

distdbution over interval positions was drawn up for each pair of subjects. 

Since we v1ere only :interested in i.nterval scores whj ch represented the 

subject::l orienting to one another. (i.e. the small intervals), an arbitrary 

cut-off polnt was made, such that all interval scores hieher than .3 v;ere 

classified as representing no orientation ( 11 N0u scores). 

If the fish are orienting to one another and thus using some 

s'msory commun1 ca.t:i on other than visual, tactile or chemical, we should 

expect subject pairs to have a greater than che.nce number of :interval 

scores of 3 and under. We should also expect a greater than chance number 

of subject pairs to have such a distribution of their interval scorc-ls. 
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Nine out of ten subject pairs had a creater than chance number 

of interval scores of 3 and under and the Sign Test showed the probability 

of such an outcome to be less than 0.001. lvben the arbitrary cut-off 

point was reduced to 2, the re~mlts wore still found to have a probability 

of less than 0,001 (see Table 11). 

Table 11 Cumulat:ive distribu-tion of low interval scores for the ---·--... 10 subject pajrs used in Experiment 3. 

Interval Scores 

0 01 012 0123 11 NC1 11 

Subject --
pairs: A 20 31 56 79 41 

B 13 28 47 62 58 

c 12 30 Lf7 63 57 

D 15 30 48 70 50 

E 6 19 38 6!;. 56 

F 13 20 50 6_3 57 

G 5 12 26 46 74 

H 8 26 41 60 60 

I lLf L1l 60 80 1+0 

J 10 3/+ 59 7'7 43 ____ , _________ ·------------. 
Expected 
scores: 7.5 22.5 37.5 52.8 67.2 

------------
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Discussion 

There is Httle doubt whatsoever that the subjects were 

capable of find:lng and orienting to one another in this experiment. 

The added precau:t.ions taken to rule out any observer effects and to 

rule out all positional cue"s by using circular sections, make it 

exceedingly O.iffj cult to find any other explan2.tion for the results 

other than that the oubjects were using some com:nun~tcatj on channel 

other than visual, tactile or chemical ones. 

The following experiment was designed to provide a si tua·!iion 

most like that of the home tank of the subjects, in order to make sm:e 

that the unknown sensory modality discovered, would be used in a fairly 

normal environment and not just in a state of relat.:!_ ve sensory 

deprivation. Vlorkine on the assuro.ptj_on that sound is the modality being 

used by the fish, it was decided to use two fish as the stimulus, to 

increase the ltkelihood of sounds bei.nt:; produced which would attract a 

test subject (i.':oulton, 1960). Polyethylene was used to separate subjects, 

in order to soc v1hother a thinner di vidinr.; material would affect the 

results. George (1960) reasom;d that a thin plastic membrane should most 

effectively cut. out all visual, tactile and chemical cues while al1owinc 

the passage of audltory st:imuJJ .• 



Subjects 

'l'hirty _zebra dan:l.os (Brachydan}_o rer:i o) and 10 Cherry Barbs 

(Barbus titteya) were used as subjects and were kept in a holding tank 

under the same conditions as all previous subjects. 

An aquarium 15.511 x sn x 1011 deep, containing gravel and weeds, 

was filled v1i th aged water to a depth of 911 and two green opaque poly·· 

ethylene conical-shaped baes, measuring 611 deep x /+n dia. were suspended 

in the water at eHher end of the aquarium (see Fig. 5). Two zebra danios 

were placed in one of the bass and the other was left empty. A masking 

box was erected around the aquarium and observations made throu~~h a peep-

hole set to view the aquarium sideways on. 

Ftgure 5 about here 

Procedure 

One ?.ebra dania was selected at random fror:1 the hold-ing tank, 

placed in the exped mental tank and allowed ten minutes to acclirna tise 

to the now env-ironment. E then observod whether the subject vias in the 

half of the tank containinz the stir.ll11us fishes or not. One hundred such 

obsorvations vvere made on each subject and twenty subjects v;ere run. 

A slight variation was then introduced by using a gJ-'oup of six 

f:ishes instead of one individual subject. Observations 'Nero taken as 

above and a record kept of any departu:re.s fron the group by on0 or more 

of the s:ix fish,:-:s. Ton sroU)lS of six ~·Jere run altogether. 

McMASTER lJNIV~RSITY LIRRAR'¥ 
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Two control experiments v1ere also designed. The first 

cont:rol was used to demonstrate the effectiveness of visual stimuli 

on schooling, by substituting transparent bazs for the opaque ones. 

Ten individual subjects were run and observations were taken in the 

manner de sed bed above. 

In the second control, opaque bags were used again, one of 

them contain~i.ng two zebra danios, but ind:i_vldual barbs were used as 

subjects. Observat:tons were made as before and ten subjects \'Jere run. 

Results 

In the second experimental situation, very few departures 

of individuals from the group were noted, and so each group of six was 

treated as a single subject unit. Means of the number of' observations 

of the subjects in the stimulus half of the tank 1.'Jere taken for each 

of the fom• condit:'Lons. This gave a reasonably accurate measm·e of the 

percentage of time spent by sub,iects in the stimulus half of the tank. 

As can be seen from Table 12, the only condition in which subjects spent 

a significantly greater amount of time in the stimulus half as opposed 

to the other half of the tank, was the fir::Jt control involving the use 

of transparent bags. 

Finally indices of movement were obtained for each subject, by 

taking the number of times the subject crossed the center of the tank. 

Totals of movement indi_ces i":ere taken for each of the four condit:ions and 

a chi squaro compari<Jon showed no significant d-ifferences between conditlons. 



Table 12 

Mean ~; time 
spent in 
stim. half 

n 

Discuss·i on 
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Mean % time spent by the four groups of subjects in the 
stimulus half of tho tank, 

Single subject 
( z. danio) 

Group of 
Six 

Ba<:~s 
~ . Single Subject. 

transp. (barb) · 

46.9 42.0 85.1 51.7 

20 10 10 10 
----· ·--~--~-----·--------~-·---·----·_, _____________ _ 

As might be expected, when the subjects can see the conspecif:t.cs 

in the transparent bar,, they spend a significant amount of time in the half 

of the tank containing the conspecifics. Although no statistical tests 

were employed, it is quite obvious that under the other three conditions, 

subjects spent more or lE-Jss equal amounts of tir.1e in either half of the tank. 

This of course is in d:trect contradictjon to the evidence of the previoUti 

experiments and it was decided to see if some confounding factor were in 

operation, 

Chance results were obtained in all cases ·where opaque bags had 

been used and in all cases the·movement indices were fairly high (see Table 13). 

Therefore it seemed possible that the opaque bags were aversive to the 

subjects. :F'or if this were so, v:e might expect the fish to avoid ei thor 

end of the tank and swim back and forth in the middle of the tanlc, 

When placed in the tank v:i th only one opaque bag at one ond, fish 

did jndeed display a very not.jcoable aversion to the side containing the bag. 

No experiments wore conducted to ascertain the aversive qualities of the b.·"~g, 
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but :i.t seems likely that a conical dark shape may represent some large 

predator, which would nattrrally produce frir:;ht and aversion reactions. 

Table 13 

1 subject. 
(z. dania) 

--------
Total II of ff 861 
center 
crossings n =- 20 

Group of 
Six 

398 

n = 10 

Bags 
transp. 

1 subject 
(barb) · 

-----·-·---------
389 426 

n = 10 n = 10 

If we accept the idea that the opaque bags in Experiment 4 

were aversive, to explain the negative results of that experiment, then 

we are left with a considerable amount of evidcmce for a sensory basis of 

schooling other than visua.l, tact.ile or chemical. The main problem at 

this stage is to ascertain vvhether Ol' not that sensory basis is auditory. 

It c.annot be assumed that the results obtained were due to aud:i tory 

comrntm:i.cat~on, just because there would appear to be very little else to 

which they could be attributed. L:ouJ.ton (1960) had great difficulty in 

getting Anchovies to ernH sounds when isolated, thus it cannot be assumed 

that the fish v1ere making any sounds durinz the expedments. 

The only conclusive v1ay of sho\'line t.ha t sonic cominunication wa~; 

responsi1Jle for th8 results obta:i noel, v1as to :non:ttor subjects for sound 
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production while making observa t5_ons of their movements in an experimental 

situa t,j on such as the one used in Experiment J. It was decided, therefore, 

to obtain a hydrophone and do such an experiment. 

AN A'l'TE:·,IPT TO CLARIFY THE NATUHE OF THE UNKNO\'IN 

S3NSORY BASIS OF' SCHOOI,I?JG. 

To date, there are very few reports of auditory recordings 

from Cyprinids. Vlinn and Stout (1960) were able to assoclate a knocking 

sound with aegressive behavior in the Satinfin Shiner. They reported 

that this sound contained frequencies ranc;ing from 85 cy/sec. to at 

least 11,000 cy/sec. Apart frort this there have been several record:i.ngs 

of mechanical noises such as chewing and fin scraping on the sides of 

aquaria. Vlhether through lack of interest or abysmal faHure, there have 

been no other reports of biologically significant sounds produced by 

Cyprinids. 

Fish (1951+) has classified sounds made by fish as either 

11 mechanical 11 or 11biological 11 • Under the headintt of 11 mechanical" come 

such sounds as the chewing and fin scraping noises menMoned above 

(ie. unintentional noises produced by the fish). 11Biological11 is used to 

describe sounds produced by some anatomical structure of the fish, 

specifically desi[:ned for the purpose of sound production, However, 'ifinn 
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and Stout (1960), Tavolga (1960) and Myrberg (1965) are dubious about the 

validity of these t'Vm classifications as discrete entities, since they 

frequently [',rade into each other. For our purposes, it is largely irrelevant 

which type of sound is being produced, if it is being used as a sensory basis 

for schooling. 

It was decided to monitor sounds produced by the fish in the 

apparatus used in Experiment 3. Hopefully the movements of a pair of con

specifics could be recorded on video tape vrhilst any sounds being made vrere 

tape recorded, so that any correlation betvreen movement and sound could clearly 

be seen. 

Hovrever, to start 1-Tith, it 1ms felt advisable to ascertain vhat 

sounds could be picked up froa the fish 1vi th the aid of a hydrophone, before 

using a proper experimental situation. The hydrophone used vas a spherical 

model (# SB 15413) from Chesapeake Instrument Corporation, having a frequency 

range of from 10 cy/sec. to 6,000 cy/sec. and a sensitivity of -90 db. re 

lv/ubar. 

Several zebra danios vrere placed in a polythene bucket and the 

hydrophone suspended in the vrater. The hydrophone vras then connected to a 

preamplifier and oscilloscope, vhich vras monitored for several hours. 

Hovrever nothing vas seen, apart from 60 cycle noise, presumably emanating 

from the po1-rer source. 
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EXPI~RHIENT 5 

Despj te the discom'asing start, it was decided to continue 

monitoring for signals in an experimental situation and attempt to. cut 

out some if not all of the 60 cycle noise. 

The zebra danios from Exper·iment 4 were used as subjects. 

The two circular bowls, descriLed in Experi:nent 3 were used to 

hold tho subjects. The hydrophono, as do scribed above, was connected 

through a Grass D1'9 Preamplifier with band pass set from 10 cy/ sec. to 

10,000 cy/sec., to a Tektronix 502A dual-beam osdlloscope, which in turn 

vms connected to a Schmitt Trigger providine an audible cHck for signal 

voltage above a preset level. The bowls containing the subjects were placed 

inside a 60 cycle screening cage. 

Procedure 

The hydrophone was suspended in the center of the smaller bowl 

and a zebra danio placed in each of the sections of the apparatus. After a 

ten minute acclimatisat:ion perjoJ, the oscilloscope was monitored for two 

hours, after which tho subjects were replaced with a new pair of subjects 
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and the oscilloscope monitored for another two hourn. Six pairs of 

subjects were moni tared a1to~.;ether. 

To find out what types of signal H any ·were being picked up 

without the presence of the subjects, the oscilloscope r1as monitored 

for an hom· with the bowls empty except for water. 

Results 

60 cycle noise was continuously present when the fish were 

absent and present. A small signal riding on top of the 60 cycle signal 

was always present when the fishes were in the bowls. This may have 

been due to the movement of the subjects in the water. Since there was 

no readily available means of keeping the subjects perfectly still, the 

cause of this small non-patterned signal could not be determ:ined. Apart 

from this, noth:ing of any significance was seen or heard on the equipr.1ont. 

Discusslon 

The complete absence of any clear patterned signal was highly 

surprisinG in the 1izht of the results already obtaj_ned. The data in this 

paper supports the idea of a fourth communication channel and bas:ts for 

schooling; the work of Moulton and Tavolga indicates that sound is the 

most likely sense being used; Cyprinids have been shown capable of hearing 

a very wide spectrum of sound (von Frisch, 1936). It therefore seems very 

strange that zebra dani os do not p1·oduce any clear sounds. 

It is possible that the non-patterned sound seen on top of the 

60 cycle noise may have been used by the subjects to orient to one another, 

but there appeared no way of' identifying thj_s signal, and therefore no 
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conclusions can be drawn concern1ng its function. 

Thus so far, no definite or even tentaM.ve statement can be 

made about the nature of the fourth sensory basis of schooling. The 

above experiment j_n no way rules out sound as the modality being used •. 

Conclusion 

Strong behavioral evidence has been found to support the idea 

of a species-specific sensory basis of schooling which is neither visual, 

tactile nor chemical. The failure to pick up any significant sounds from 

the subjects, precludes any conclusion that the sensory basis is auditory. 

However it cannot be claimed with any certainty that certain Cyprinids do 

not p:coduce any sounds or use sonic communication. 

Dutch and German zoologints havt.l sho•.m that soml~ species of 

minnow are capable of hearing frequencies well above 7,000 cy/sec. 

(see Winn and Stout, 1960), which gives rise to the possibility that other 

members of the Cyprinidae family are also capable of hearing very high 

frequency sounds and hence may be able to produce such sounds for the very 

purpose of communicat-ion. Taking this into consj_doration, it may be 

necessary to use far more sensjtive pick-up and rocordin;:: devices, capable 

of receiving very hi:::;h frequenc1.es, before me:nbex;s of the Cypdnidae family 

are written off as non-sound producinG fish. 

There is some argument. over the capability of fishes to localise 

sound (Tavolga, 196/f). Kleerekopor and Chagnon (1954) claim behavioral 

proof of localisation, v1hereas von Frisch and DijJ(,sraaf ( 1935) conclude 

from their exporimnts that fishes are incapable of localising_ sound sou.rcos, 
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except \'·Jhen they are within tho ncar fie1d1 of an intense sotmd. Van 

Bergei.jk (see Tavolga, 1961.) states that most species of, f:ish, having 

only a single pressure receptor, are physj_cally incapable of localising 

sound. However, he does allow, that since fish can detect the presence 

of a sound, they can find a sound source by swimming around in random 

patterns until they enter the near field of the sotmd source, v;hero the 

lateral-1ine2 system is capable of locating the source. 

If this is so, then there may be some question about the 

likelihood of fishes using soLmd to loctlte a school, when it is more than 

a few centimeters away. Hov1ever this v1ill not weaken the asstJJnpM.on that 

sow1d nay be used to keep a school together, once for:ned; nor :ts 

localisat.jon abil:tty in question in the experiments reported in this 

paper, since subjects were never n.t any great distance from one another 

j_n the exper1mc:mtal apparatus. 

There m"e other posslbDi ties of cornmunicat:i on, as yet Httle 

explored. Lissman (1958, 1965) has found that non-electric catfish and 

eels put out electrical sicnals and he has proposed that such fish are a 

link in the evolutionary chain, between strictly non-oJ.ectr5.c fish and the 

hizh1y specialised electric fish which use electrical char~es to stun 

prey, ward off predators or navigate the murky depths of the oceans. 

-···-·-·---------·-----·----·------------------------·-·-----
1 The dimensions of the near field vary in size and shape, depending 
on the si;w and frequency of the sow1d som·ce. In the case of most small 
fishes similar in o:i.ze and shape to the zebra dania, the near field will 
tend to be spherical wHh an a:0proximate radius of 8 ems. 

2 The latero.l-line system is most responsive to pressure som·cos in 
the Dear field, 
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Electrical signals have also been recorded in the Sea Lamprey by 

1\leerekoper a.nd Sibaldn (1956). Barham et al. (1969) were able to 

record signals from catfish, crappie, sunf:ish and stingray. 

So far, well over a hundred species of so-called non-eloctr:i.c 

fish have been shown to produce electrical signaU-s. Size, shape and 

habitat of a fish appear to hnve no relevance to whether or not a fish 

is capable of putting out electrical sienals, since nea~·ly every size, 

shape and habitat is represented by the f1shes so far discovered to be 

electrical. 

Few attempts have yet been made to show that these signals are 

used for any meaningful purposes. Lissman (1965) has shmm that 

Gymnarchus niloticus uses a weak electric field for the purpose of sensing 

its environment. Agalidc~s, Bernardini and Zinsr.mister ( 1964) have shown 

that Sternarchus albifrons is capable of using electrical sic;nals for 

communicatjng fear and presence of food. 

At;alides et al. (196/-~-) state that noise in the environment is no 

problem in the use of e1ect.rica1 signals for communicat:i_on pm'poses, since 

many electr:i c fi~:hes have a very sophisticated way of encoding signals. 

Electrophorus electric us uses a tridimensional encodj ng system, vary:i ng 

the position of: the pulso of the s:lgnal, its duration and its amplitude. 

'l'here appear to be no valid reasons why fishes capable of 

producinG electr:ical signals, could not use those signals as a sensory 

basis f'or scbooHng. If j_t could be sho·;m that zebra danios put out small 

electric signals, the results reported in this paper could be attributed 

to either sonic or electr:ical communication or a combination of both. 
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One important point must be remembered in this type of enC]uiry, 

and that is the lack of generaHsa tion possible. It cannot be assumed 

that a fish will use tho same sense modalHies in an experimental 

situation as in a natLrral situation. Most minnows and barbs live very 

close to the strrface, in fairly clear waters, and hence their visual sense 

is highly developed. It :i.s possible, therefore, that they normally use 

vision in all their activities, largely to tho oxclusjon of other sense 

modalities. (Yle also rely, to a large extent, on vision to the excJusiot1 

of otu' other senses.) This does not mean that they are not capable of 

employing other sense rnodali ties and may in fact do so under abnormal 

circumstances, such as ex:tst in most experimental situations. 

Several experimentaJ_ situations ·wore der.dgned to shov1 that when 

all visual, tactile and chemical stimuli are eliminated, fish are still 

capable of attracting and orienting to conspocifics. l::onitor:tnz the 

subjects w-ith a hydrophone revealed that ;;ebra dan:tos do not make any 

me'l.n:tngful or frequent sounds ln the ranee of 60 to 6,000 
I 

cy; .sec. It is 

suggested that the use of e1ectd.ca1 signals or very hi:::;h frequency sounds 

or a combination of both might be responsjble for. tho results obt~1ined in 

the experj_rnonts reported. 
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Figure 1: Dia£r,ram of partitioned tank used 
in Experiment 1. 

Diagrrun showing method of locating 
subjects. 
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Figure 5: Diagram shoving positioning of bags in 
aquarium used in Experiment h. 
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